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within the four walls of kate spade new york, personal style is applauded and cultural curiosity is
encouraged. long before the days of pinboards and social sharing, the brandâ€™s in-house creative
team began amassing a collection of things we love on their website: a crayon ring, a cocktail
doodle, a particularly dreamy photograph. people began visiting and chiming in with suggestions.
now, the things we love have come to life in celebration of the brandâ€™s 20th anniversary. each of
the bookâ€™s 20 chapters is filled with things we love&#151;from the color red to a well-placed bow
to a sense of humor and handwritten notes. part visual diary, part inspirational reference and
sprinkled throughout with playful tips and practical advice, things we love is a beautiful compilation
that visually represents the spirit of kate spade new york&#151;a place where the colors are bold,
smart design is key and fashion is fun. Praise for kate spade new york: things we love: &#147;the
brand has a vibrant new tome to celebrate.â€•-- Harperâ€™s Bazaar.com Â
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This is possibly one of my favorite books I've bought all year. I saw this on the shelf and
immediately realized it wasn't a "catalog" of their products, but rather a compilation of the things that
inspire them. It's almost like a mood board in book form. Each image is fits their style perfectly. I
reference this book every time i need inspiration for something modern, glamorous, or classy.

I love most of the things listed in the chapters so I think this book is worth the money. Each chapter
has a subject and then several pages of pictures/quotes for that subject. I've listed the chapters to

help you decide if you want to buy it. 1. The color red 2. A well placed bow 3. New York, new york 4.
The polka dot 5. A sense of humor 6. Summer 7. A pop of color 8. Black and white 9. Accessorizing
with abandon 10. The cha-cha 11. The cinema 12. Beautiful type 13. An element of surprise 14.
Flea market finds 15. Adventures 16. All that glitters 17. Handwritten notes 18. Cocktails 19. Bold
blooms 20. Books

I was delighted by this purchase! It was larger than I expected and full of vibrant inspiration. If you
ever been enticed by anything from Kate Spade New York, then this book is a must buy!

This book is perfect to me. I feel like Kate Spade and I would be best friends if we met. Everything
from the colors to the pictures to the words is exactly what I would have included had I written the
book myself. This book makes me squeal with glee.

The book was stunning. The over-sizedness really made the visual impact that much more
stunning. Very inspirational. Would recommend for anyone who enjoys bright colors, whimsical
fashions and follies, and - of course - people who enjoy the kate spade brand.

Glossy pages of fashion, jewelry, NY landmarks, pretty people, patterns -- perfect to disply in a
woman's home. The edges are gilded. The ONLY small thing is the book arrived slightly dented -one of the corners. Not the fault of the author -- but should bubble wrap all books when preparing
for shipment. It took (I was tracking my order) 4 days to prepare the order you would think they
would have time to bubble wrap the book. Nevertheless, it's a gorgeous book and good price.

This is a great book. Its beautiful and fun to look at. I'm going to look into purchasing it in the future
as a gift for friends. It also makes a lovely coffee table book=) The gold pages are a pretty touch as
well. 4 stars because there was a tiny nick on the book cover.

Love Kate Spade designs and loved this beautiful book which was given to my daughter on her 18th
birthday. Lovely pictures and notes throughout. If you love KS, then you will love this book!
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